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roundtable sessions.
The winners of the 2020 Élan Awards of Excellence will be announced live during a special
We look forward to welcoming all of our supplier members to this virtual experience, which proContact Diane Webster-Sweeney at dwebster@icma.com to secure your exhibit or sponsorship.
We can’t wait to see you there!
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Despite ICMA having to cancel our 2020 EXPO this year due to uncertainties
resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic, we will announce the winners
of this year’s Élan Awards of Excellence in a special session on November 4
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during ICMA Connect: A Global Virtual Forum & Tradeshow.

WEBSITE
ICMA.com

The Élan Awards are the only industry-wide awards for card manufacturing
in the areas of card design and development, as well as supplier and
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info@icma.com

personalization innovation.
We would like to thank David Tushie, ICMA standards and technical representative; Scott
Magnacca, president, Linxx LLC; and John W. Schneiderhan, product manager, card and graphics
Americas, pharma, health and specialties, Klöckner Pentaplast, for serving as judges in this
year’s competition.
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revisions or inaccuracies contained
in the material published. For more
detailed information on the products,
programs, services or policies
covered in Card Manufacturing™,
it is recommended readers contact
the appropriate person, company,
agency or industry group.
™

The ICMA Élan Awards are open to members only and this year the winners were selected from
108 entries from North America, MEA, Asia, Europe and other areas of the world. One winner
and two finalists have been determined in each category.
Help us celebrate the pinnacle of card design, security, technology, personalization and fulfillment
innovation, as well as new card industry product and services achievements on November 4.
For more information, see page 25 and to register, visit icma.com/connect-virtual/.
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and engaging brand experiences.
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As a result of the “new normal,” the card industry has adopted the
use of multimedia and video calls for virtual demonstrations and
making card design changes in real time.
| By Jon Wilk, CEO, CompoSecure, L.L.C.
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industry standards

CARD CREATIVITY
AND DESIGN
David Tushie – Magellan Consulting, Inc.,
ICMA Standards and Technical Representative

Most of us have heard the adage

and adapted for card manufacturing.

contrasting focal points and a colored

“necessity is the mother of invention.”

More durable material configurations,

core card edge are a current focus in

By definition, this is a creative process

such as composite layers of PET

graphic card design. Lithographic and

to produce something unique or “novel”

and PVC, are known for longer life

silkscreen inks, separately and com-

from any predecessors. Often, the card

requirements. Eco-friendly materials,

bined, can create desired graphic

design process is the application of

including recycled PVC, PET/PETG

effects while adding, for example,

known elements that can be brought

and plant-based PLA, are available

needed security. Anti-duplication and

together to create a unique product

for those applications where planet-

machine-readable inks can provide

functionality. Let’s look at just a few

sensitive initiatives are paramount.

such security while being used in the

examples (of the many that could be

Stainless steel, titanium and tungsten

graphical design. Coordinating the

cited) in some current trends of card

materials have all been adapted to

graphic elements with the card body

manufacturing to highlight this idea

card manufacturing, including full

construction is a melding of card

utilizing materials, manufacturing

ranges of contact, contactless and

attractiveness with its intended

processes, security and technology

dual interface cards. All of these, and

functionality.

elements.

many more alternatives, have been

PVC has been, and continues to be,
the dominant card body material

6

used or modified for specific card
product purposes.

Security elements for cards continue to
evolve as fraud and counterfeit attacks
proliferate. Beyond inks described

in the card industry. However, new

Sleek metallic finishes, dark uncom-

above, card body designs and card

materials continue to be developed

plicated but elegant designs with

personalization technologies continue
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to improve. For example, holograms

to power it. This capability will allow

the new developments in each of these

and holographic laminates have long

the authentication of a cardholder to

areas will allow card manufacturers to

been used to protect high security

the card credential itself, a big advance

innovate as new card product require-

cards from manipulation and forgery.

from today’s comparatively limited

ments dictate.

Laser personalization can permanently

means of cardholder authentication

mark the card body with cardholder

using signature and PIN. Other func-

specific data and images, including

tionality like displays for dynamic se-

color photos. These elements can be

curity codes or keyboards and buttons

coordinated with the card body con-

require batteries. This entails a card

struction and graphic design to achieve

body construction with many more

the needed security functionality.

layers—and resulting complexity—than

Similarly, electronic elements continue

today’s most common card products.

to find their way onto and into cards.

Constant changes in card materials,

Biometric sensors, keyboards, buttons,

functionality, graphic elements and

displays and batteries are all routinely

personalization are just some of the

available to fit standard ID-1 configura-

challenges card manufacturers can ex-

tions. For example, fingerprint sensors

pect. Creative solutions in design and

are now able to fit in a standard ID-1

manufacturing will continue to address

dimension, without a battery required

these challenges. Keeping abreast of

About the Author: ICMA Standards
and Technical Representative David
Tushie has had a long and continuing
career in the card industry working for
international companies such as Datacard, UbiQ and NBS Technologies. He
has master’s degrees in engineering and
business, holds U.S. and international
patents in measurement and card issuance systems and has had several years
of involvement with the ANSI, INCITS
and ISO standards process. ICMA is
represented at six ISO and ANSI standards meetings through his standards
role within the association.
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THE MAGNETIC STRIPE AS A

DESIGN
FEATURE IN PLASTIC CARDS
Aida Aranda – Global Business Development Manager,
Composite Materials, Sun Chemical
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Now more than ever, companies are looking to differentiate from their competitors by
creating a solid corporate identity and ensuring brand equity. A resilient organization uses
these concepts to communicate a clear direction and purpose, help protect the company’s
reputation and create a sense of belonging for employees. Additionally, a strong corporate
identity and brand generate empathy and loyalty from the general public.
Plastic cards have always been an excellent tool to communicate with both internal and
external customers to generate brand recognition and loyalty. No matter how many new
developments arise for digitalization of payments, loyalty programs and identification, plastic
cards are and will continue to be the method of choice for customers and issuers alike.
However, designing a plastic card that communicates

To achieve this, a wider than standard magnetic stripe is

the corporate identity and brand values of an issuer in a

used (usually between 14.3mm and 16mm). This design fully

3 3/8-inch-by-2 1/8-inch piece of plastic is a challenge.

complies with current card manufacturing specifications and

Card designers and card manufacturers need to align with

the card can be encoded with the traditional tracks and read

branding image guidelines and ensure that the design

by any standard equipment.

follows the latest trends, all while maintaining a time, cost
and quality balance.

Furthermore, this wide magnetic stripe can have any color
imaginable. Working with the magnetic tape manufacturer,

Previously, the only way to extract brand value out of the

it is possible to source these kinds of magnetic stripes

magnetic stripe area in a plastic card was to play with its

in traditional or Pantone ® matched colors to have a

color, but Pantone color matching can be costly and time-

bolder impact.

®

consuming, making this option less attractive for small to
medium production runs.

By sourcing these wide magnetic stripes already pre-laid
onto the overlay, card manufacturers are able to produce

Luckily, there are new options to win real estate on the card,

cards with a very fast turnover for their customers, no

such as using the magnetic stripe as a design feature. In this

matter the volumes.

article, we explore three innovative new alternatives.

Hidden Magnetic Stripes

“Bleed-Out” Effect
One new design trend is to have the magnetic stripe
“bleed-out” of the edge of the card. Several well-known
brands have explored this design resulting in a tremendous

In Asia (and particularly in Japan), the hidden magnetic

acceptance from their customers.

stripe has been used for several years. However, its implementation in the rest of the world has seen several barriers,
from intellectual property to the practicality of production.
But not anymore.
Card manufacturers now have access to overlay sheets that
have been pre-laminated with hidden magnetic stripes
and primed, ready to be overprinted and then collated for
lamination as usual.
This option offers complete freedom of design as the magnetic stripe can be overprinted without losing its function.
Card manufacturers can mimic a wide magnetic stripe, a
continued on page 10
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feature story
The Magnetic Stripe, continued from page 9

custom color magnetic stripe or fully cover the magnetic
stripe for a full hidden design. The design possibilities
are endless.
A fully proven and tested manufacturing method ensures
that the magnetic stripe maintains its recording and reading
capabilities, making this option suitable for any kind of
plastic card application. Loyalty programs, access control
and financial cards will always maintain their performance
requirements for both encoding and readability.
After overprinting the pre-laminated and pre-primed sheets,
card manufacturers can proceed to collation using their
current process. There is no need to modify the production
process any further.
The hidden magnetic stripes are ideal for small production
runs and sophisticated designs.

Conclusion
Magnetic stripes offer a reliable data storage and reading
method that can be relied on when other methods are
damaged or inaccessible.
However, magnetic stripes are no longer just a “necessary
evil” as card issuers and manufacturers can win valuable
real estate on the plastic card by incorporating the magnetic

Holographic Effects Using Lamination Plates
To add a touch of distinction and perhaps an additional
security feature, some card issuers consider holographic
magnetic tape, but quickly give up when confronted with
the reality of the cost, minimum order quantities and

stripe as a design feature to bring value and reinforce the
corporate identity and brand equity of issuers.
With these three innovative design options for magnetic
stripes, brand owners can increase their return on
investment at a nominal cost.

lead times.
By using a specially designed lamination plate, card
manufacturers can add a logo or text and imprint it onto the
magnetic stripe during lamination to provide a holographic
(dynamic light reflecting) feature.
This process is more cost- and time-effective
than sourcing specially designed holographic
magnetic tapes and offers
a unique anti-counterfeit
feature for production
campaigns of any
volume.

10
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About the Author: Aida Aranda is a global business development manager for composite materials at Sun Chemical.
She can be reached at +1 708 236 3798 or globalmarketing@
sunchemical.com.

EXPO news

Save the Date for ICMA’s 2021 EXPO
ICMA has postponed the association’s 30th anniversary celebration
until the 2021 ICMA Card Manufacturing & Personalization EXPO.

The 2021 EXPO will take place on May 17-20, 2021 at the
Renaissance Orlando at SeaWorld in Orlando, Florida.

hours and leading-edge educational presentations on
trends, technology and the future of the card industry.

Geared toward small businesses and large corporations,
ICMA’s EXPO is attended by representatives from more
than 200 companies from 40 countries worldwide and
includes speed networking sessions, dedicated exhibition

Sponsorship and exhibiting opportunities for the 2021
EXPO are now available. For more information, contact
dwebster@icma.com.

ICMA.com
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How to Design Physical

SECURITY FEATURES
ON ELECTRONIC ELEMENTS

to Create a Unique National ID

Dominique Charrié – Marketing Director,
Government Products, SPS, IN Groupe

Speciﬁc & additive elements

•

•

Speciﬁc & additive elements

•

•

•

•

Main emblem or symbol
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•

Main emblem or symbol

Speciﬁc & additive elements

Over the last several decades, electronic components have
been increasingly implemented in security documents:
national ID cards, driving licenses, health cards and
e-passports.
This trend has been driven by two main forces:
• To enhance document security by adding a more

How to modify and secure a module
The first and easiest solution consists of including the coat
of arms or other government emblem or symbol on the
card’s micro module. This is done by removing material
(the metal area) in the micro module’s center. An advantage
of this solution, with regards to design, is that it reinforces

complex and sophisticated electronic process (cryp-

the patriotism of the citizen as he/she has a unique element

tography) and linking the document to the holder with

that represents his/her nation.

the integration of biometric data, for example

Another solution is by adding security symbols in previously

• To open access to new services (electronic signature,
access control, etc.)
The main objective of an ID document is to allow
authorities to effectively control the identity of the holder,

unattainable locations. For instance, a micro module can
be designed with a combination of a large representation
of the coat of arms in the center with smaller national
symbols on peripheral locations of the module.

however certain “control conditions” do not allow for the

An even more effective solution is to redesign the micro

electronic connection of the document at all times, thus

module in order to implement specific areas not visible to

making the control difficult.

the naked eye.

As a consequence of this frequent lack of electronic

These new security features make it increasingly more

connection, the counterfeiters develop documents without

difficult for potential counterfeiters to modify an existing

any electronic functionality…and the authorities have no

micro module. Not only would they need to remove mate-

way to verify if the non-functionality of the document is

rial from the module’s surface but they would also have

due to a damaged electronic component or a fake one.

to add some material with a very thin and specific design

Solve the problem
A solution to the problem is to link the electronic elements

while conserving the surface aspect of the micro module,
something practically unsurmountable with the limited
non-industrial means available to potential fraudsters.

to physical security features on the ID document. By
designing such specific electronic elements, you increase
global security on your ID document.
Some countries have already implemented this solution with
real success. For example, Bangladesh with its driving license, Ghana and more generally the Economic Community
of West African States countries with national ID cards,
France for police or resident cards and the list goes on.

About the Author: Dominique Charrié joined SPS in January
2009 as a customer support project manager and was
appointed marketing product director in September 2015.
Before SPS, he worked for Gemalto as an industrial projects
manager for card body manufacturing, industrial coordination
and embedding/personalization cards in Genemos. He is an
engineering graduate from the Ecole Centrale de Marseille
in France.
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Jon Wilk – CEO, CompoSecure, L.L.C.
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Like many in the payment card industry, most of our business used to
be handled face-to-face because we believed that nothing was better
for building relationships with our customers than doing it in-person.
Each year I would log more than a hundred thousand airline miles
circling the globe to meet with customers, prospects and partners.
And then, COVID-19 hit…and our industry will never be the same.
Businesses grinded to a halt and employee health was threatened.
There was a need to quarantine and focus on health and safety,
while maintaining the creative energy previously fed by face-to-face
brainstorming. We, as an industry, had to evolve and adapt, becoming
stronger and more resilient to market disruptions.

The World Has Changed and So Have We
The card industry is no longer wasting
precious time chasing the next plane, and
instead we are learning to listen. We are

opportunity to turn to video as a general
means of customer engagement, communication and retention during the COVID-19
pandemic.”

listening to the needs of our customers and

We are building on this new way of life and

their cardholders’ desires. This is carried

now use multimedia and video calls to do

through in everything we do—from our

virtual demonstrations and make changes

communication, all the way to the technol-

in real-time. Customers can literally see

ogy we are embedding in the cards.

and hear the cards to determine how they

For example, we no longer assume that
shipping samples is the best way to collaborate with our customers on designs.
This can be especially challenging with
metal cards, where the weight, feel and
sound of the card clinking on the table can

compare visually and audibly to other plastic
and metal cards. Video calls have the added
advantage of being able to be recorded so,
as customers are evaluating specific design
options or variations, they can replay the
demo at will.

make a big difference. Video meetings have

Creative Solutions to Pandemic Problems

become a part of daily life for work, school

Supply chain challenges have impacted

and entertainment for most people because

production timelines for many businesses.

of the pandemic. In fact, Forbes points out

For the card industry, this dramatically

that “while many companies are focusing on

affected design development. However,

the power of digital as a substitute for face-

this can be reconciled through innovative

to-face events, there’s an unprecedented

solutions to shorten the timeline, such as
continued on page 16
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Creativity Can’t Be Quarantined, continued from page15

using simplified prototype samples. Many in the industry

and solving their biggest needs during the pandemic. We are

have now shifted to developing front-only card samples,

improving communication to meet the customer where they

which highlight the design and branding of the customer.

are, investing in creativity and design development and

This front-only sample type can be produced much faster

continuing to evolve in this digital post-COVID world to

and less expensive, while still providing the customer with

deliver the optimal customer experience.

a sample that addresses their needs. This is just one more
example of how we, as an industry, have streamlined
operations to efficiently do more with less and still deliver
high-quality products on time that surpass the expectations
of customers.

Nothing Stops Progress
As we transition from crisis management to business-asusual, we are developing a new set of best practices for the
industry. COVID has only spurred us to be more creative in
how we are deepening our relationships with customers

16
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About the Author: Jon Wilk is the CEO and president
of CompoSecure, L.L.C., where he leads all aspects of the
business including sales and business development, manufacturing, R&D and marketing activities of the company. He
brings more than 20 years of experience in banking, management consulting and private equity portfolio companies, which
will help drive the future growth of CompoSecure. Jon holds
an MBA from the Kellogg Graduate School of Management at
Northwestern University with majors in strategy, marketing, and
finance as well as a bachelor’s degree in business management from Pennsylvania State University.

We’d love to hear from you!
Card Manufacturing contains feature articles, listings, events, company news, industry announcements, association
updates and other information that will influence and grow your business. Card Manufacturing also includes
messages from key industry executives as well as news and tips from the heart of the association—YOU.
• Interested in submitting a bylined feature
for an upcoming issue?

• Do you have company information or
accomplishments you want to share?

Please forward all news submissions, including press releases announcing new products or services, new
hires, promotions, major contracts and acquisitions, milestones, community activities, case studies and any other
industry news to Headquarters at info@icma.com.

ICMA.com
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MARKETING CARD PROJECTS TO

Millennials and
Generation Z
Jennifer Kohlhepp – Managing Editor, ICMA

Millennials and members of Generation Z are widely known for prioritizing experiences over products.
That’s why, according to A2A Studio Solutions’ Creative Director Adam Wahler, ACE-M, the card
industry must go beyond the physical card to produce authentic and engaging brand experiences.
Successful card projects will rely more heavily on the communication and collaboration between
all project stakeholders than ever before.
To appeal to the latest generations, cards will have to sell experiences, such as American Express
did when it offered exclusive benefits at a music festival and a preloaded budget for vehicle-for-hire
services for Platinum cardholders. Cardholders could double down on the use of their benefits if
they took an Uber to Coachella.

18
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“Millennials are opening 30-40% of

brand activation experiences are

to be able to pick up the phone and

the new American Express accounts,”

becoming more and more important

discuss ideas and have people on the

Wahler said. “Around 41% of Gen Z

in design. For example, The Revolver

phone who understand the process

has credit cards, compared with 34%

by Burgopak rotates the card as the

and what we’re trying to execute,”

of millennials of the same age.”

user opens the box.

Wahler said. “Not everyone knows

Currently, 31.4 million of those eligible

“Burgopak’s offerings are becoming

for a credit card are members of

the de facto standard in delivering a

Generation Z.

unique card experience,” Wahler said.

“You have to figure out how to capture

Creating a card that resonates with

them and make them part of the audi-

millennials and Generation Z requires a

ence,” Wahler said. “The goal is to get

heightened sensibility around people’s

customers and help them grow with

attitudes and behaviors.

us as a company. Get them to open
their first credit card and then checking
account and then take a loan making
someone a lifetime customer of
the issuer.”

The only way to break through the
competitive landscape is to transcend
culture and diversity. Inclusion is
evolving and not just based around
race and gender. These are important

Generation Z is the fastest growing

topics right now but so are different

generation of borrowers, and lenders

lifestyles, careers and ways of thinking.

need to know Generation Z is a mobile-

Millennials and members of Generation

first generation. “When I say mobile-first,

Z want brands that share their cultural

I mean they can be on their phone all

beliefs and represent their points of

day making purchases,” Wahler said.

views. “We need to look at alternative

Generation Z craves music festivals,
gaming, tech showcases, product

solutions and constantly evolve what
we are doing,” Wahler said.

everything. It’s good to be able to call
and speak to the right person with the
right information.
Collaboration from the start of a
card project saves time and prevents
interference in the momentum of the
project. “A lot has to do with manufacturers and issuers stepping out of their
comfort zone and engaging with suppliers a little differently,” Wahler said.
The ability to pivot or work through a
problem is lost when people are not
doing the work,” Wahler said. “When
we are trying to get something unique
and innovative done, it’s very hard not
dealing with people doing the work. I
will speak to prepress; whoever is in
charge of the project sometimes. An extra layer and buffer in between causes
things to get lost in translation.”
When the lines of communication are

launches and brand activations, art

“Creatives have to understand and

exhibitions and Consumer Electronics

crack the messages that speak to

Show (CES). “If you are into gadgets,

people in insightful ways,” Wahler

CES is really cool,” Wahler said. “It’s a

said. “We cannot do that if we hire one

place where people like to see gadgets

kind of person. Talent must reflect and

“Millennials and Gen Z are the future

before they get out there. Credit cards

be relevant to society. People with the

of the card industry,” Wahler said. “Let

should be granting access to exclusive

same background and experiences

us be honest, these are not unattainable

benefits at CES.”

come up with same solutions to the

goals. They require good communica-

BEYOND THE CARD

same problems.”

tion between issuers and suppliers.

Innovative packaging offers user
experience and interface and is a big
growing discipline. The unboxing and

To achieve a unique card experience,
all project stakeholders should develop
relationships and discuss the concepts
for a project from the start. “It’s great

direct and open, “we can make great
things together,” Wahler said. “We want
to create an object of permanent value.”

Innovations in product quality and
sustainability are tasks for manufacturers that will cost a few extra dollars
but will be worth it in the end.”

ICMA.com
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ace news
Jennifer Kohlhepp – Managing Editor, ICMA

CONGRATS TO THOSE WHO ATTENDED
ACE-COMMERCIAL TRAINING!
ICMA would like to congratulate the following individuals who attended
the Advanced Card Education (ACE)-Commercial training program.
NAME

TITLE

ORGANIZATION NAME

Behnaz Arabinezhad Quality Engineer, Quality and Process Improvement

Giesecke + Devrient Mobile Security Canada Inc.

Eric Bourgeault

Quality Engineer

Giesecke + Devrient Mobile Security Canada Inc.

Ashley Heckman

Sales and Executive Support Admin

Perfect Plastic Printing Corp.

Jose Luis Horna

CEO

Converlogic

Karen Martinez

Customer Account Manager

Perfect Plastic Printing Corp.

Valentina Multane

R&D Manager

Cardel

Marcio Pedersane

Quality Engineer

Giesecke + Devrient Mobile Security Canada Inc.

Sean Sullivan

Customer Service Data Support

Perfect Plastic Printing Corp.

Kevin Wilson

National Account Manager

Liveo Research

ICMA recently expanded its ACE program to include ACE-Commercial virtual training.
The purpose of ACE-Commercial training is to provide
sales, marketing, customer service and other card industry
professionals at your company with the opportunity to
learn the fundamentals of card manufacturing. Others
who may find this training beneficial include suppliers and
consultants who want to have a deeper understanding
of the card industry opportunities and challenges experienced by card providers.
Employees who participate in the training series:
• Receive a high-level overview of the major components
of a card manufacturing business.
• Learn about the production of cards.
• Review customer service support and sales issues that
arise in the sale and support of card products and projects.

• Review top-of-mind questions and topics that customers
of card products may have.
Unlike ICMA’s other ACE programs, which require students
to pass an exam to achieve a corresponding certification,
ACE-Commercial is designed to provide employees in customer-facing roles with high-level card industry education
without the need to enroll in certification-level curriculum.
Conducted by David Tushie, ICMA’s standards and technical
representative, ACE-Commercial is taught virtually in two,
2-hour sessions on the same day. There are no prerequisites but the program is only available to current ICMA
member companies.
Employees who complete the training class will receive a
certificate of completion.

Upcoming Program Dates
• Wednesday, October 21 at 8:30 p.m. ET (Thursday, October 22, 12:30 a.m. GMT)
• Wednesday, November 18 at 10:30 a.m. ET, 14:30 p.m. GMT
The cost to attend the training is $249 per attendee or $210 per attendee for groups of ﬁve or more from the
same organization. Private company training is also available at a reduced rate for groups of 10 or more.
For more information, pricing and to register, visit ICMA.com.
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Burgopak Introduces Envelopes
with Superpowers
Burgopak has launched a new range of

The first releases in the range include, The

The card is made with rPETG, a type of

Telescopic, The Lifter, The Revealer and

upcycled plastic. By combining rPETG

The Ejector.

with essential non-plastic components

secure, mailable packaging solutions for

For more information, visit

bank, gift and loyalty cards.

superenvelope.com.

Incorporating highly engaging opening
mechanisms, the Super Envelope range
was developed to illicit a great customer
experience while delivering on the more
strategic and budgetary goals of clients.
The Burgopak design team already had
a great range of technology within its
wheelhouse for maximizing visceral
impact through paper engineering and
combined that with 5 years’ worth of key
insights from strategic partners across
the supply chain to leverage a number of
meaningful cost savings.

CPI Card Group, Visa Launch
Eco-Friendly Card

like the EMV chip, the card is around 98%
made using recycled materials, depending
on the final card design.
The agreement is exclusive for Visa users,
and the companies will provide the Visabranded cards to Visa-issuing financial

CPI Card Group and Visa have partnered

institutions (FIs). The card will work for

for the launch of the new Earthwise High

both contact and contactless payments.

Content Card, which is made with up to

A recent CPI survey found that 73% of

98% upcycled plastic.

respondents want their FIs to be environ-

The card is a more sustainable alternative

mentally conscious while more than 57%

to other cards and will function as a way

would be interested in a new card that

to reduce plastic waste from polluting the

was made with recycled materials.

environment by using environmentally

For more information, visit

friendly materials to make it.

cpicardgroup.com or visa.com.
continued on page 22
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Entrust Survey: Contactless Cards
Dominating American Payment
Preferences

First Commercial Biometric Payment
Cards Issued in France

Entrust found that the majority of U.S.-

cards issued in France will be powered by

based payment cardholders (75%) prefer

Fingerprint Cards and Thales.

contactless cards as their primary payment
method over chip insert, card swipe,
mobile pay and cash.

The first commercial biometric payment

BNP Paribas is expected to launch a new
biometric bank card this fall in significant
numbers, according to Le Parisien, which

Based on responses from 1,000 U.S. card-

Fingerprint Cards has announced includes

holders who are familiar with contactless

its technology. The fingerprint-enabled

credit/debit card or “tap and pay” technol-

payment card will be offered to holders of

ogy, the State of Contactless Cards Survey

the bank’s premier or gold cards.

reveals consumers’ desire for frictionless
payment methods and the access to a
variety of card replacement options.
According to the survey’s results, 83% of
respondents believe contactless cards
are here to stay and 61% believe it’s at
least somewhat of a priority to have a

The first batch of between 10,000 and
15,000 Visa Premier biometric cards will
be offered this fall. The cost of the cards
was not disclosed.
For more information, visit fingerprints.com
or visa.com.

among Gen Z, millennials and Gen X
when compared to baby boomers. In
fact, 20% of boomers reported they never
use the contactless payment feature on
their debit or credit card when making
a purchase while this percentage is less
than 10% for each of the other respective
generations.

to cases and activate isolation procedures
as needed.
For more information, visit hidglobal.com.

IDEMIA, BBVA to Make Cards Made of
Recycled PVC
IDEMIA is supplying the very first cards
made out of recycled plastics in Spain
to BBVA.
The bank will first distribute the cards to
its Spanish customers with a BBVA Youth
Account in June 2020. This new payment
card is a strong commitment from BBVA
to contributing to the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals for the
fight against climate change.
By the end of the year BBVA will enable
more than half a million Spanish customers

contactless feature on their credit or debit
card. This prioritization is most prominent

This makes it possible to rapidly respond

HID Global Empowers Workplaces to
Safely Reopen
As organizations around the world resume
operations, new requirements for creating a safe workplace for employees are
driving the need to automate approaches

to benefit from an eco-friendly alternative
in payment. The new model will include
a symbol on the back indicating that is
made of recycled plastic and will initially
be distributed to BBVA’s account for
young people.

to manage employee social distancing

IDEMIA has been able to produce a card

and conduct contact tracing. HID Global

that promotes a responsible use of natural

recently announced landmark additions to

resources without compromising on quality

However, while contactless cards are

its HID Location Services IoT ecosystem

and security. This card is made out of

gaining momentum with many in the

that simplify and streamline managing

recycled PVC materials originating from

United States, the majority of consumers

these protocols, and drive compliance

industrial waste, in line with the circular

are still unaware of their card replacement

to federal, state and local requirements

economy principles to limit consumption

options should they not have a contactless

to help prevent workplace exposure

and waste of natural resources while con-

chip, or the card is lost or stolen. With

to COVID-19.

tributing to waste reduction. IDEMIA has

respondents citing sanitation (70%) and
speed (67%) as benefits of contactless
cards, now is the opportune time for
banks to educate their customers on the
benefits of replacing their card with a
contactless card from their bank.
For more information, visit entrust.com.

The new HID Location Services for
Workplace Safety physical distancing application leverages Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE) HID BEEKS™ Aware fobs that alert

plier an “Environmental Claim Validation
Summary” issued by UL Environment Inc.
For more information, visit idemia.com.

employees when they are closer than 6
feet (2 meters) for a specified period of
time. The new contact tracing application
uses the same HID BEEKS Aware fob or a
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also obtained from its recycled PVC sup-

Liveo Research, Zwipe Partner to Enhance
Biometric Payment Card Offering

BEEKS badge/badge holder that is easily

Liveo Research and Zwipe have partnered

added to existing ID cards, providing a full

to offer a highly optimized route to efficient

digital trail of an employee’s whereabouts

and scalable manufacturing of biometric

and historical interactions while at work.

payment cards. This is key in supporting
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the ongoing industrialization of the Zwipe

“a simple and flexible way to control their

company, announced the launch of a

Pay family of products.

money.” For the launch, Samsung

new metal-plate embosser for special

is linking up with Mastercard and

applications. The Matica C330 is the ideal

FinTech Curve.

solution for industrial applications that

Liveo Research is a global manufacturer
of rigid packaging solutions focusing on
pharma packaging innovations, specialty

Curve said its FinTech platform consoli-

films and card solutions. With around

dates multiple cards and accounts into one

1,100 employees across five locations

smart card and one app. The company’s

worldwide, Liveo is generating annual

card offers rewards, such as 1% cash back

sales of more than 350 million euros.

at companies such as of Amazon, Uber,

For more information, visit
liveoresearch.com.

Netflix and Sainsbury’s.
For more information, visit
mastercard.com.

Samsung to Roll Out Pay Card for Digital
Wallet with Mastercard, Curve
Samsung Electronics Co. plans to offer a
Samsung Pay Card that will give customers

require lower processing speed or as a
back-up unit for larger systems. The new
embosser has been specifically designed
to provide low to medium volume of
metal plates and offers the advantages of
an automatic plate feeder together with
robustness at a very competitive price.
The C330 features a silent embossing
mechanism, therefore it is suitable to be
placed in any industrial or office environ-

Matica Introduces New Metal-Plate
Embosser for Special Applications
Matica Fintec, a Matica Technologies

ment. It is equipped with an automatic
loading hopper of 200 plates (0,5mm
thickness) and finished plates are ejected
continued on page 24
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through a side slot into a removable box.

extensive tests performed by the Fogra

company is already doing with more than

The universal plate feeder can fit measures

Forschungsinstitut für Medientechnologien

500 transit authorities around the world.

from 50×20 mm to 90×60 mm. The new

Research Institute for Media Technologies,

Matica C330 can be configured for either

a German-based industry association

embossing or indenting applications,

specializing in evaluating the reliability

using a wide choice of type styles, and

and physical qualities of plastic products

the user can manually adjust the machine

including plastic cards, ePassports and

for varying plate dimensions based on

ID cards.

application requirements.

For more information, visit s-p-s.com.

For more information, visit
maticacorp.com.

Visa is currently working on a pilot
program to create a contactless-transit
program in central California. Working
in conjunction with the California Department of Transportation, Visa aims
to make bus operator Monterey-Salinas
Transit the first California transit agency
to have contactless payments. More
broadly, the project aims to establish a

SPS Announces Premium S-Lam

Visa: Contactless is Cornerstone for
Reinvented Public Transportation
Experience

SPS recently expanded its product range

Transit operators now view contactless

agencies as part of the California Integrat-

with the Premium S-Lam, developed in

payments as a way to align their operations

ed Travel Project.

collaboration with Lobra AG. The Premium

to make the post-pandemic experience on

S-Lam considerably extends the life span

public transportation not only convenient

Visa’s partnership with Cubic is an impor-

of PVC bank cards, while complying with

but safer.

the requirements of the most demanding

solution and set of contactless standards
that can scale to create consistency
across hundreds of Golden State transit

tant piece of building that momentum.
Together, the two firms are integrating

Visa recently announced an expansion

payments with a rigorously standardized

in its efforts with Cubic Transportation

operating procedure compatible with

Lobra’s innovative product is laminated

Systems to not only accelerate contactless

transit systems worldwide. For operators,

with the etched antenna to form the SPS

deployments but create infrastructure to

that means making contactless payments

Premium S-Lam, integrating the SPS

grow, scale and make systems interopera-

seamless, familiar and scalable.

eBoost PAY technology. Its exceptional

ble across an entire public-transportation

resistance to aging has been qualified by

journey. That will build on work the

For more information, visit visa.com.

customers.
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ICMA Connect Keynote
to Present Economic & Business Outlook
What is ICMA Connect?
ICMA Connect will provide the card industry with an opportunity
to reconvene and reconnect for live educational sessions and
networking. Join our virtual event for access to:

connect

• A variety of speakers and panel discussions on current card
industry topics. Post questions, respond to polls and chat live
during the sessions.
• A tradeshow where manufacturers and personalizers can
view exhibitor products, videos and connect through live
conversations with booth staff. Attendees can also make one-

ICMA is excited to host ICMA Connect: A Global Virtual

on-one appointments with the exhibitors you’d like to talk

Forum & Tradeshow on November 4-5.

with. Contact Diane Webster-Sweeney at dwebster@icma.com

This dynamic and interactive experience will
feature Bernard Baumohl, chief global econo-

for exhibit opportunities.
• Interactive roundtable sessions where you can collaborate with

mist at The Economic Outlook Group as the

and get perspectives from other industry representatives on

keynote speaker at 10:30 a.m. on Nov. 4.

hot topics in today’s business environment.

Baumohl will present an economic and business
outlook, which will delve into:
• How COVID-19 has permanently changed the economic
and business landscape
• What the prospects are for consumer and business spending,

• The 2020 Élan Awards of Excellence where winners will be
announced live on the “main stage.”

Featured Topics and Speakers
• Biometric Smart Card Status: Pieces in Place for Market Introduction
Art Stewart, Vice President of Sales, Americas, IDEX Biometrics

interest rates and the dollar
• How the outcome of the presidential election will impact
the economy in 2021 and 2022
• What other high-probability threats to the economy card
industry professionals should monitor
Well known for being ahead of the curve in assessing the
direction of the U.S. and world economy, Baumohl’s ability
to correctly predict the economy’s path has been recognized
by the Wall Street Journal, which ranked him the most accurate
economic forecaster for 2018.
He began his career as an analyst with the Council on Foreign
Relations, a think tank specializing in international affairs and
national security. He later served as an economist at European
American Bank with responsibilities to monitor the global
economy and develop forecasts. Baumohl was also an awardwinning economics reporter with TIME magazine who covered

• Marketing the Green Movement in the Card Industry
Barry Mosteller, Director of Technical Engineering, CPI Card Group
• What Has Happened to Transaction Trends as a Result of the Pandemic
and How the Changes Will Affect the Card Market
Alberto Hernandez, Chief Global Services and Solutions Ofﬁcer, Valid
• Evolution of the Modern Card: Flexibility and Complexity of Flat Cards
Denise Stewart, Senior Product Manager, and
Sarah Uwimana, Product Marketing Manager, Entrust
• Quantum Computing’s Impact on the Card Industry
Jörg Fischer, Innovations, Bundesdruckerei GmbH
• Microorganisms on the Card’s Surface: How to Protect Ourselves
Luca Castellani, International Area Manager, Liveo Research
• Sustainability Trends in the Global Payment Card Market
Ashwini Pandey, Director, Product Management (Global Lead, Sustainable
Segment) G+D

the White House, Federal Reserve and Wall Street.
continued on page 26
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ICMA Connect, continued from page 25

• Lead Generation Strategies for our Digital World: How to Reach
Your Customers Online
Moderator: Kelsey Tweedly, Brand Experience Manager, CMA
Panelists: Dan Beldowicz, Director of Business Development, CMA
Justin Gaynor, Director of Web and Mobile App Development, CMA
Omair Siddiqui, Digital Strategy Specialist, CMA
Roundtable Discussions:
• How Has the Card Industry Changed as a Result of the COVID-19 Era and What Changes Will Remain Moving Forward?

• The Trend Toward Contactless in America and What the Rest of
the World Can Teach the U.S.
• The Greening of the Card Industry: How Viable Is It?
Panel Discussion:
• The Future of the Card Industry: What Will Transpire Over the
Next 5-10 Years
Registration is open. Take advantage of our discounted
early and group registrations. Visit icma.com/connectvirtual/ for more information and to register today.

NEW BLOGS POSTED ON ICMA.COM
Have you read ICMA’s latest blogs?
Innovative Ink Solutions Enhance Fraud Protection analyzes how to use
color-shifting inks, hot stamping, light-emitting diode (LED)curing inks and other inks to enhance card security.
Card Manufacturers Value Technology in ‘War on Waste’
details how card manufacturers are waging a war on
waste with technology—software and hardware
innovations—to reduce waste of raw materials while
maximizing production and capacity.
Digital Printing Trends Higher in Transaction Card
Market reviews the advantages of digital printing
that analog print cannot provide, as well as ways
card manufacturers can use digital and analog
printing together.
To read all of ICMA’s latest blogs, visit the blog section of ICMA.com

Watch ICMA’s Latest Webcasts
As a member benefit, ICMA hosts live webcasts featuring industry leaders and experts delivering virtual presentations.
ICMA’s most recent webcasts, Marketing to Millennials and Generation Z: Great Opportunities for Manufacturers and
Issuers to Grow Business, presented by Adam Wahler, creative director, A to A Studio Solutions; and Sustainability in
Card Manufacturing, featuring panelists Pietro Parmeggiani, CEO, Liveo Research; Karen Brooker, vice president of
client marketing and sales enablement, PLI Card Marketing Solutions, Peter M.Krauss, president and CEO, Arroweye
Solutions Co. and moderated by Barry Mosteller, director of technology engineering, CPI Card Group, have been
archived at ICMA.com.
If your company would like to present a webcast, email an abstract to jkohlhepp@icma.com.
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Germany to Raise Cost of ID card

travel by using smart cards only.

Consumers Prefer Contactless Payments
for Pandemic Purchases

identity card are increasing from 28.80

Delhi Transport Minister Kailash Gahlot

One of the strongest sets of numbers

euros to 37 euros next year.

said that thermal screening will be con-

demonstrating the shift to contactless

ducted at stations and only passengers

payments comes from a joint study of

with normal body temperatures will be

both retailers and consumers by the

allowed to travel. Hand sanitizers will be

National Retail Federation and Forrester.

provided at stations.

Released in August, the research found

The transport minister further said that

that use of contactless methods has

After 10 years, the fees for a new German

People ages 24 and over usually have to
apply for a new ID card every 10 years.
The almost 30% increase in fees is justified
by the increased personnel and material
costs in the municipal authorities.
In return, however, there should be no additional costs for a subsequent activation
of the online functions or the unblocking

a token system. They will be allowed to

the services will be resumed following all

increased significantly.

COVID protocols so that the general public

Concerning retailers, the survey found:

does not face any kind of difficulties.

of the electronic proof of identity. So far, 6

After being shut for more than five

euros have been charged for each.

months due to coronavirus pandemic,
DMRC resumed its services on September

Only Smart Card Valid for Metro Travel
Passengers boarding Delhi Metro Rail
Corp. (DMRC) trains won’t be able to avail

7 in a calibrated manner following the
new guidelines issued by the Ministry of
Home Affairs.

• 67% accept some form of no-touch
payment at point of sale.
• 58% accept contactless cards, up
from 40% in 2019.
• 56% accept digital wallet payments,
up from 44%.
continued on page 28
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• 69% have seen contactless payments
rise since January 2020.
• Of those retailers that have activated

protects residents from identity theft and

Bank points-of-sale at various merchants

prevents people from getting several li-

across the country and at over 300 City

censes or ID cards in multiple jurisdictions.

ATMs and all NPSB connected ATM
networks of other banks.

contactless payments capability, 94%
expect increases to continue.
• O ne in five offering contactless
payments say more that half of
their in-store transactions use
the technology.
Concerning consumers, the survey found:
• One in five have made a contactless

Croatian ID Cards to be Upgraded

City Bank UnionPay debit cardholders

Croatian identity cards are to be changed

card along with various savings offers

in accordance with the European regulation
on strengthening security.

be printed instantly at the branches and
offered to customers on the spot.

Identity Cards, which will be applied from

Internationally, UnionPay cards are

the pandemic.

regulation of the European Parliament on

mobile wallets and 56% used
• 57% said they would continue using
contactless payments post-pandemic.

Canada’s NWT Introduces New DLs, IDs
The government of the Northwest Territories (GNWT) in Canada has announced
the launch of its newly redesigned North-

restaurants. All UnionPay debit cards will

proposal for amendments to the Law on
August next year, in accordance with the

contactless cards.

and “Buy-1-Get-1” offers at popular

The government has submitted a draft

payment for the first time during
• O f those consumers, 62% used

will enjoy all usual benefits of a debit

strengthening the security of the citizens
of the Union.
The new ID cards will have a special chip
on which the user’s biometric data will

accepted at over 28 million merchants
and more than 1.7 million ATMs across
179 countries worldwide.

Contactless Payments Use Rises on Subway

be stored, i.e. the appearance of the face

New York subway riders using Omny, a

and two fingerprints in digital form. Also,

contactless payment service, has risen by

the age threshold for permanent card

168% since August 2019, and by 50% since

issuance is raised from 65 to 70 years of

May 2020.

age. For those who are less than 70 years
old, the card will be issued as now, for a
period of five years.

The Metropolitan Transportation Authority
introduced the payment service in May
2019 as a pilot program and to date, 310

west Territories (NWT) driver’s licenses

The proposed changes will enable elec-

stations are equipped with Omny contact-

and general identification cards.

tronic use of the card on mobile devices.

less readers. The Omny rollout program

citizens will be able to access electronic

was suspended for six weeks due to

services and sign electronic documents

COVID-19 pandemic, but the program

using mobile phones and tablets, and

resumed again in June.

Both documents offer improved security
features, making them harder to alter or
replicate ensuring increased protecting
for NWT residents from fraud. They also

these services will not be charged.

NWT elements such as a diamond, Arctic
Grayling, Mountain Aven, fox, midnight
sun and fireweed.
Cards with the old design remain valid
until their expiry date (or extended expiry
date due to COVID-19).
Beginning in November, temporary
identification cards will also be available
at driver and motor vehicles offices. At
that time, images taken at the issuing
office will also be enrolled into the facial
recognition system. This technology
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The rollout, which also includes service
to all MTA buses, is scheduled for comple-

feature a new northern look and feel with

City Bank Introduces UnionPay Debit Card

tion by the end of 2020.

City Bank, the largest issuer and acquirer
of credit cards in the market, has
introduced China UnionPay debit cards
in China.

EZ-Link x Touch ’n Go Motoring
Card Launched
Those who frequently travel between

With the launch of UnionPay cards,

Singapore and Malaysia will probably be

the bank becomes the first bank in the

familiar with the idea of carrying both an

country issuing cards of all four major

EZ-Link and Touch ‘n Go (TnG) card to ei-

international payment brands.

ther pay for tolls or even public transport.

UnionPay debit cards issued by City Bank
will be accepted at more than 30,000 City

CARD MANUFACTURING | OCTOBER 2020

Well, those two cards are now combined
into one with the launch of the new
EZ-Link x Touch ’n Go Motoring Card.

new members

Billed as Southeast Asia’s first dual-currency, crossborder contactless smart card, it offers travelers the
convenience and flexibility of payment options in
both countries. The card securely hosts two electron-

PRINCIPAL MEMBER
Converlogic Inter LLC
United States

ic wallets, including the EZ-Link wallet in Singapore

Jose Luis Horna

dollars and the TnG wallet in Malaysian ringgit.

converlogic.com

The card can be used for electronic road pricing

Converlogic Mobility Solutions has expertise in

payments, highway tolls, checkpoint toll charges,

smart cards, embedding, computing platforms and

parking fees, as well as public transport fares in
both countries. Both companies have previously

customized solutions.

announced the plan to create a combi card back
in April 2019, and its launch coincides with the
reopening of both countries’ borders under the
reciprocal green lane and periodic commuting
arrangement schemes.
The card has been released in limited stock on the
official EZ-Link online store on Lazada Singapore at

ASSOCIATE MEMBER
Electronic Payplus Limited
Nigeria
Bayo Adeokun

SGD7 (RM21) with no preloaded credit. Subsequently,

epayplusng.com

the card will be made available for sale at selected

Electronic Payplus Limited is a customer-focused,

7-Eleven stores in Singapore at SGD10 (RM30),
inclusive of SGD3 (RM9) load value in the EZ-Link
wallet from September onwards.

smart card production, personalization and payment
solution service provider.

MANUFACTURER REPRESENTATIVE MEMBER
Cardel
United Kingdom
John Cooke

marketplace

cardel.co.uk
Cardel is a manufacturer of specialist products used
to make smart cards, printed circuit boards and other
industrial laminated products.
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industry calendar

2020

2021

October

May

Money 2020 - MoneyFest

ICMA
Card Manufacturing
& Personalization EXPO

October 26-29, 2020
Virtual

May 17-20, 2021

November

Renaissance Orlando at SeaWorld
Orlando, Florida

ICMA Connect: A Global Virtual
Forum & Tradeshow
November 4-5, 2020
See page 25 and stay tuned to ICMA.com
for more details.

December
Trustech 2020
1-3 December, 2020
Palais des Festivals,
Cannes, France

© 2020 ICMA. All rights reserved.
Reproduction without permission
is prohibited. Printed in U.S.A.
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ICMA: The Premier Card Manufacturing
& Personalization Organization
Access three decades of card industry data. Network with industry thought leaders and peers.
Make an impact around the globe.

The voice of the
card manufacturing
industry for
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